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UAE TEAM EMIRATES 
DOUBLE-UP 
AT GP LUGANO

Pogačar new Slovenian 
champion in TT

Lozano wins Kom and finishes 
Top 10 in GC at Tour Of Taiyuan
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UAE Team Emirates 
Double-Up at GP Lugano
It was all smiles for UAE Team Emirates at the GP Lugano, as the ri-
ders took on 179.2 km on a course featuring two short climbs before 
the finish by the lake in Lugano. The decisive move was made on the 
penultimate lap of 8 and featured all the main hitters: Diego Ulissi and 
Vincenzo Nibali (Bahrain-Merida) attacked on the climb of Agra, later 
being joined by their teammates Aleksandr Riabushenko, Matej Mohoric 
(Bahrain-Merida) as well as Giovanni Carboni (Bardiani-Csf) and Patrick 
Schelling (Team Vorarlbeg).
The group started the last lap with a twenty-eight second gap on the pe-
loton as Ulissi and Nibali moved away on the climb of Agra. They would 
eventually regroup before teamwork between Riabushenko and Ulissi 
ensured a winning performance.
“Finally I managed to win the GP Lugano, after so many attempts. I live 
in Lugano, so this has become my home race. This victory is particularly 
sweet – Ulissi explained – Our team was perfect , first in controlling the 
break of six guys who led the race in the initial laps, then to move with 
precision in the decisive moments. Riabushenko was fantastic in suppor-
ting me in the final, this one-two is a really great moment for our team. 
I’m glad that I made the most of my good condition: I finished the Giro in 
good shape and I was able to race at my best “.



Pogačar new Slovenian 
champion in TT

On a 44 km course in Ljubljana, he obtained his 5th seasonal victory and the first national pro 
title beating Matej Mohoric (+29″) and Jan Tratnik (+45″) both from Bahrain-Merida.

 Pogačar: “I was aware of the high level of the competitors, especially considering the parti-
cipation of Mohoric and Tratnik, however I was well trained, I worked hard after the Tour of 
California. In the first part of the course I set a regular pace, close to my limit, and in the second 
half I push as hard as I could. I’m really satisfied with my performance and with this beautiful 
national title“.
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Lozano wins Kom and finishes 
Top 10 in GC at Tour of Taiyuan

David Lozano concluded the inaugural edition of Tour of Taiyuan as the King of the Mountains. 
The 30-year-old Spaniard seized the KOM jersey on stage one and defended it successfully until 
this Friday in Shanxi where he finished safely in the bunch thereby securing the 8th position in 
the General Classification.
As the 100km closing stage had no KOM points on offer Lozano simply had to finish the 100km 
parcours to guarantee the victory in the King on the Mountains Classification. Team Novo Nor-
disk rode strongly collectively to avoid any mishaps and keep Lozano safe until the end. Four 
riders animated the stage by escaping after 50km of a lively and attacking racing but ultimately 
were caught with 4km to go. The stage win was decided in a bunch sprint with Martin Laase 
(Team Illuminate) proving once again that he is the fastest man in this edition of Tour of Taiyuan 
by powering to his fourth victory in the race.

In the hectic finale it was Italian Umberto Poli who was the best Team Novo Nordisk rider on the 
line, taking a 19th place in the stage. For David Lozano, this is the second top 10 result in the 
overall classification this season after he finished Tour of Rwanda in the sixth position. Ame-
rican Cameron Piper, who took the Yellow Jersey in the opening stage, finished safely in the 
bunch and comfortably won the overall classification. The world’s first all-diabetes professional 
cycling team returns to action in June for the upcoming Tour of Slovenia.
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